New IRS Scandal: Islamic Extremism and Sex Slaves
Report Reveals President Obama’s relatives run Charities of Deceit
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When Malik Obama and Sarah Obama raised money in the United States as the respective heads of foundations claiming to be charities, not only did the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) illegally grant one of them tax-deductible status retroactively, but these foundations have supported—to varying degrees—illegal operations that acquire funding for personal gain, philandering, polygamy and the promotion of Wahhabism (brand of Islam practiced by Al-Qaeda).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Barack H. Obama Foundation, (aka Barack Obama Charitable Foundation and Barack Obama Foundation) herein referred to as BHOF and his grandmother’s Mama Sarah Obama Foundation, (aka Sarah Obama Benevolent Fund Institute and Mama Sarah Obama Children Foundation)—herein referred to as “MSOF”—are two entities claiming to be non-profit foundations but who solicit funds from the United States.

Malik Obama (aka Roy Abongo) is a U.S. resident and has lived in Washington DC since 1985. He runs BHOF which is purported to be designated for the following projects: the Barack H. Obama Recreation Center and Rest Area in Nyang’oma Kogelo, land for a mosque, a mosque structure, and a well.

Malik’s BHOF raised money by falsely claiming to be a tax-deductible charity. When chairman of the National Legal and Policy Center filed a complaint with the IRS, which the latter never investigated, it was learned that Malik was allowed to submit an application (May 23rd, 2011) to the IRS, which illegally granted the group’s tax-deductible status retroactively. According to National Legal and Policy Center, this constitutes “common law fraud and potentially even federal mail fraud.”

MSOF has a similar case. It essentially operates as a non-profit and uses California Community Foundation (CCF), itself a 501(c)(3) based in Los Angeles, CA. CCF transfers donations marked for MSOF out of the U.S. MSOF’s operations are quite illegal in that based on admissions by Musa Ismail Obama on Al-Jazeera—and by monitoring MSOF’s activities in the Middle East—operates as a fundraising empire in which 90% of such funds are raised from U.S. individuals and institutions to send Kenyan students to the top 3 most radical Wahhabist madrassas in Saudi Arabia. When he was Secretary of State, Colin Powell testified in 2004 before the House Appropriations Committee that madrassas were breeding grounds for “fundamentalists and terrorists...” On October 16, 2003, in a memo to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and other top Pentagon officials, then-Secretary of...
Defense Donald Rumsfeld posed the following question about the role of madrassas:

“Today, we lack metrics to know if we are winning or losing the global war on terror. Are we capturing, killing or deterring and dissuading more terrorists every day than the madrassas and the radical clerics are recruiting, training and deploying against us?”

Any organization with a 501(c)(3) can only raise monies for religious, educational, scientific, literary or charitable organizations, yet no red flags were raised by the IRS relative to MSOF or BHOF.

While BHOF claims to have built homes for orphans, the only evidence of any structure is a center/restaurant, a mosque with a madrassa, and a residence for an imam to run it. While a mosque is legally considered non-profit, evidence will show that the entirety of funds came directly from entities and individuals from Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Bahrain. As a consequence, there is nothing of a charitable nature to show for the funds BHOF raises from the United States. When one visits BHOF’s “Projects” page, the only two projects listed as being “presently underway” are the Siaya Community Self-Help Group with a photo of a mosque in Siaya, Kenya—the district where the Obama village is located—and a latrine construction project. To date, there is no evidence of any accomplishments towards building homes by BHOF for orphans and widows in Kogelo or aiding HIV patients anywhere in Kenya.

As to Malik’s active role, the only charity work in which he is involved in is his position as the Executive Secretary for the Islamic Da’wa Organization (IDO), centered in Khartoum, Sudan which has several branches in Africa, including one in Kenya. Its primary focus is spreading Wahhabist Islam in the African subcontinent. As Executive Secretary of IDO, Malik has worked with Omar al-Bashir of Sudan, that country’s Muslim Brotherhood leader who also happens to be a criminal wanted by the International Criminal Court (ICC) for crimes against humanity. At one event where Bashir collaborated with Malik, the Sudanese leader was spewing virulent rhetoric against the United States.

While being an executive for the Islamic Da’wa Organization generates little coverage in English, Arabic media is a different story. Yet, there is not a single mention in the countless articles on both BHOF and MSOF in regards to helping the HIV infected; aiding these is contrary to Wahhabist doctrine. The bulk of the Sarah's benevolence fund, as Musa explained, goes toward scholarships destined for Saudi Arabia’s most virulent Wahhabi Sharia centers—the Islamic University in Medina, Umm Al-Qura University in Makkah and the University of Imam Muhammad bin Saud Islamic University in Riyadh.
The counter-Wahhabist Muslim moderate think tank, the *Gulf Issues Centre For Strategic Studies* describes these institutions as “Salafi schools, which imbibed radical ideas” and are “the spring of Wahhabism”:

> “[Wahhabists] grew up in the Wahhabi and Salafi schools which imbibed radical ideas in the Islamic University in Medina, Umm Al-Qura University in Makkah, and the University of Imam Muhammad bin Saud Islamic University in Riyadh”.

(see essay, *The Role of Wahhabist Movements*, under a section entitled *The Circle of Violence*)

**UNSUBSTANTIATED CLAIMS**

MSOF and the BHOF essentially began in 2009; MSOF *touts itself* as an entity that is “helping orphans and poverty-stricken families”. It also expressed a desire to help with the education and “welfare needs of orphans” born to parents who succumbed to “AIDS”.

The political campaign slogan for Malik—who recently ran for government office in Kenya and lost—in March 2013—was, according to the *Christian Science Monitor*:

> “Just as it is in United States, I want it here”, he said from his office in a recreation center he set up through the Barack H. Foundation, a charitable organization he founded to build houses for women and orphans.”

On the BHOF website, we learn that this foundation’s stated objectives are not all that dissimilar from those of MSOF. At the very top of the homepage are the words, “Fighting poverty surrounding us…” Its mission includes the words: “To provide people everywhere with resources to uplift their welfare and living standards…” Verbiage on the BHOF “About” page includes the following:

> “The Barack H. Obama Foundation is committed to a wide array of development and humanitarian projects which will help mitigate social-shortcomings in areas of education and literacy, health and well-being, poverty…”

That page also includes the following words, the only ones in *bold type*:

> “The foundation is entirely the idea of Abon'go Malik Obama, in memory of their father, and is not dependent on the endorsement of his brother, President Barack Obama.”

On the BHOF’s “Projects” page, it states, *in part*:

> “There is a dire need for clean drinking water, support for orphans and widows,
schooling for grades K-12, health centers and clinics, vaccinations, child welfare, scholarships for deserving students, financial assistance for leadership training…"

Future projects include treating “child-affected” victims of “HIV/AIDS”. Again, all of this is reminiscent of what MSOF is allegedly established to do.

ALLEGED LEGAL VIOLATIONS
1—Abuse of non-profit funds. There is no evidence to suggest that Malik is building any houses in Kogelo for widows and orphans as claimed. His work regarding orphans is only restricted to his activism for the Islamic Da’wa Organization (IDO) in which Malik is seen at events regarding orphans with Omar al-Bashir of Sudan. In all of these meetings with Bashir, Malik’s representation of himself is within his capacity as Executive Director of IDO. There is absolutely no evidence that could be obtained that shows Malik aiding orphans or widows in his capacity as director of BHOF.

The Non-profit funds are primarily spent on maintaining a harem. According to the Daily Mail, Malik’s wife “Hafifa, had spent the past two years living with three of Malik’s other wives at the ‘Barack H Obama Foundation rest and relaxation centre’—a restaurant complex built by her husband to profit from the visitors attracted to the area by his links to his brother.”

Malik stated through several media sources prior to the completion of the center that the center is a public facility. But according to several sources, this center is a “hotel” with a restaurant:

“The meeting was conducted in the only hotel in Kogelo which carries the name Barack H. Obama Recreation Center and Rest Area” (Egyptian Al-Masry 11, 6, 2012).

Arabic Russian News also referred to the hotel, according to Voice of Russia:

“After that was what it was and Sheila lived the past two years, with the three wives with the owner [Malik] in the hotel complex which belongs to the Barack Obama Foundation.”

The Voice of Russia claims Malik is the “richest man in Kenya” thanks to “…the success of the 'Barack H. Obama Foundation rest and relaxation center', a restaurant complex built to profit from the visitors attracted to the area by his links to the US President.”

This is not to be confused with the Kogelo Village Resort, a 40-bed hotel and conference center that opened in November 2011 by Nicholas Rajula. The Smithsonian sets the record straight and differentiates:
“...he [Malik] is the president’s half-brother and the oldest son of Barack Obama Sr., who had eight children with four wives. He has invested a large sum in the soon-to-open Barack H. Obama Recreation Center and Rest Area in Nyang’oma Kogelo.” (also see ABC News)

The only projects in Kogelo that qualify under a non-profit claimed by BHOF are land, a well, and a mosque structure. Yet, we could not confirm that these donations from the U.S. were applied to such projects and no audits were required to show for it. His website indicates a U.S. 501(c)(3) status. In a deleted photo we captured from his old website and according to the claim made by him, the mosque was donated by two individuals—“Dr. Muhammad Al-Maneea” from “Saudi Arabia” and “Ali M. Zaghmout” from Qatar.

Photos that have since been taken down from the BHOF site can be seen here, here, and here.

Older captions of BHOF website shows photos indicating precisely who donated the property and paid for the construction of the well. The visible sign on the land identifies the donor as “Alislah Society, Bahrain”. Even supervision of the project is not under BHOF but “Munadhamat Al-Dawa Alislamiya” Islamic Da’wa Organization (IDO), Mission of Kenya, which he represents.

Andrew Malone of the Daily Mail also investigated Malik and indicates that the project is not a non-profit:

“Sheila, who has an 18-month-old daughter by Obama called Hafifa, had spent the past two years living with three of Malik’s other wives at the ‘Barack H Obama Foundation rest and relaxation centre’—a restaurant complex built by her husband to profit from the visitors attracted to the area by his links to his brother [president Obama].”

In an article that appeared in the Smithsonian magazine about one year after BHOF was awarded its tax-exempt status, author Joshua Hammer visited the Obama village in Kogelo for a feature piece. Hammer wrote about Malik being heavily invested in opening the Barack H. Obama Recreation Center and Rest Area, what Hammer referred to as Malik’s “homestead”:

“I inquired about the possibility of an interview, he texted back: 'My schedule is brutal but I might/could squeeze you in for about thirty minutes if I can get $1,500 for my trouble.' I politely declined.”

There are several witness accounts when it comes to Malik’s operations and conduct
“A group of Missouri State college students who visited the Obama family village of Kogelo in 2009, and who met the president’s half-brother, felt something was amiss. They sensed he was an "operator" and decided to give their donation of 400 pounds of medical supplies directly to a local clinic... “We didn’t know what he was going to do with them,” said Ken Rutherford, a former Missouri State professor who led the trip and who shared in the 1997 Nobel Peace Prize for his work to ban landmines.

Rutherford said the Obamas' relatives are the only Muslims in a village of 4,000 Christians and that Malik has a private mosque on his property,” according to the New York Post.

The only work that could be considered non-profit that BHOF does involves the Islamic Da’wa Organization in which Malik serves as the group’s executive secretary. None of the work he does in that capacity involves any of the programs or agendas of the Barack H. Obama Foundation. We have confirmed via multiple Arabic sources—including the Saudi Okaz interview with Malik, with a watered-down version in English. Here is a partial translation of the 2010 article as to what he does:

Abdul Malik Hussein Obama spends most of his time serving 10 million Kenyan Muslims who represent 35% of the total population of Kenya, through Islamic centers and non-profit foundations that he supervises, which are spread throughout the African continent, to include his work as the secretary to the Islamic Da’wa Organization in Kenya. Despite Malik's working conditions in Kenya among other locations in Kenya, from which he takes upon the work as Executive Secretary for Islamic Da’wa Organization in Kenya main branch, including his work with Feyzirnt. He remains in continual communication with his brother, Barack Hussein Obama and even has a special office in the United States where he manages his private business, including three offices in Kenya. Abul Malik says, “My relationship with my brother Obama is continual and he knows all of the details about his family in Kogelo... which includes his grandmother Sarah Obama, his uncle Sayid Obama, and his cousin Omran Obama... In 2006, when President Obama visited Kogelo, where his father was born, he contributed toward the founding of an elementary school under the name 'Senator Obama'... Abdul Malik feels great joy that there’s no one better to serve the Muslims in Kenya, pointing to his relationship with his brother Barack, who loves Islam and Muslims, indicating that the Obama family creates an example for co-existence between Christians and Muslims.”

Every news item regarding Malik's non-profit work seems to involve attending events only in his capacity as executive secretary for Islamic Da’wa Organization. Such events with Malik are very well advertised in the Arabic media. They are all in the following areas:

A—Attended an event combating the spread of Christian evangelism [1]
B—Attended an event regarding orphans in Yemen

Meeting with Ali Abdullah Saleh, the Prime Minister of Yemen requesting at which it was requested of Malik to influence his brother Barack Obama to support the Palestinian cause.

C—Attending an event for the Islamic Da'wa Organization in Sudan

D—Attended the General Conference of the Islamic Council of South Sudan

E—Attending an event for the World Assembly for Muslim Youth (WAMY)

This involves BHOF future cooperation with WAMY.

2—Philanderer. One in-law (Mary) tells how Malik seduced her underage daughter Sheila: “He made a secret plan to take her away and gave her 3,000 shillings [about £24] to get her to marry him.” Sheila Anyango, 35 years younger than Malik also reported by Andrew Malon of the Daily Mail by Sheila Anyango herself: “Sheila Anyango, 35 years younger than her husband, told me this week that marrying him was the ‘worst decision’ of her life—and confirmed that they had ‘kept a secret’ since she was 17.” Hafsa Abwanda, now 33, also married the politician as a teenager, but escaped in 2008 after five years of marriage. Several members of the family testify that Malik has at least 12 wives in total and continually lures young, underage girls, which even based on Kenyan standards, is illegal. Malik’s own confession about how he had the mother and brother of Sheila sign away the girl can be seen on video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnwPGQ5Ub1c

3—Polygamy. Hafsa Abwanda, Malik’s wife, stated that: “she saw at least 12 come and go over the years. With Islam allowing only four wives, former wives and friends say Malik flouts this limitation by ‘rotating’ his spouses out to other properties so he lives with only the maximum number at any one time.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kF8HmS6IPWY

4—Abuse of minimum wage laws. “He pays his staff at the Obama Foundation less than £5 a week,” nearly half of the standard weekly minimum wage allowed in Kenya (£9.8).

5—Spousal abuse. Testimonies of alleged wife-beating and in at least two cases these wives were minors. As for Malik, he dismisses the wife-beating allegations as being ‘a matter of interpretation’. By “interpretation” what Malik is referring to is that Sharia permits certain amount of spousal beating and that western interpretation prohibits all forms of wife beating. In fact, his step-grandmother, Mama Sarah, who lives in the same Kogelo village, said the following to a U.K. Guardian reporter last August: “The wives that are disobedient, they should be beaten.”
(see Andrew Malone of the Daily Mail. He shares the testimonies from respected elder Vitalis Akeche Ogombe, Malik's own wives, in-laws and employees of BHO).

6—Involvement with entities that support / promote terrorism.

Malik (Feb 16, 2011) as reported by Al-Riyadh Saudi news (see photo) meets with the World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY):

![Malik meets with WAMY in 2011](image)

“According to Al-Riyadh newspaper—reported in its Wednesday edition—Malik met Assistant Secretary-General of the International Symposium of World Association of Muslim Youth, Dr. Mohamed bin Omar Badhdh, to get to know the work of this global charity, and discuss aspects of cooperation with them... Badahdh welcomed the offer for cooperation from the Barack Obama Charitable Foundation [BHO] with WAMY and the coordination with them in the service of Islam and Muslims. At the symposium, Badahdh explained WAMY's activities in many countries of the world, pointing out that an office also exists in the Kenyan capital of Nairobi and that it oversees the operations of the East Africa region.”

WAMY is known to have aided Al-Qaeda’s Usama Bin Laden (UBL). The more notorious bin Laden was allegedly funding militants in the Philippines through WAMY and has also welcomed speakers such as Khaled Mash'al the Hamas terrorist leader. WAMY’s funds have reportedly wound up in the hands of Hamas on several occasions. In an article published by the Washington Post, a Senior Customs Special Agent signed an affidavit that claims a WAMY publication said the following:
“The Jews are humanity's enemies: they foment immorality in this world.”

In addition, Osama bin Laden’s nephew—Abdullah bin Laden—incorporated the World Association of Muslim Youth (WAMY) three blocks away from where four of the 9/11 hijackers lived prior to the attacks:

“Abdullah bin Laden, Osama bin Laden’s nephew, founded the U.S. branch of the World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY), a self-described Saudi-based charity (with chapters in 55 countries) that has long been suspected of having ties to terrorism. Federal officials raided WAMY’s Alexandria, Virginia office on May 28, 2004 to look for evidence of such ties. Mr. bin Laden served as WAMY’s President for a number of years, but stepped down to the position of Treasurer shortly after the 9/11 attacks. His former residence was located in the Washington suburb of Falls Church, Virginia, just a few blocks from where four of the 9/11 hijackers lived.” (Discover The Networks)

Moreover, the address for BHOF in Alexandria, VA is a mere five miles away from WAMY’s address in Falls Church and was recently revealed to be the address of a UPS Store.

MSOF Wahhabist Connections
From statements and facts established by monitoring the activities of only three of the closest Kenyan relatives to president Obama (1)—Sarah (grandmother), (2)—Uncle Sayid Obama, (3)—Musa Ismail Obama, his first cousin and Sayid’s main assistant, and (4) Malik Obama, we can conclude that the fraudulent nature of such foundations, as well as their dangerous political activities with Wahhabist
institutions, are designed to undermine the interests of the United States in the region.

When Sarah, president Obama’s grandmother (step-grandmother), decided to go to the Hajj, an obligatory pilgrimage to Mecca with Musa, they were welcomed with open arms and were provided a special escort with full security detail and first-class treatment at the Saudi royal court:

“His Royal Highness Prince Mamdouh bin Abdul Aziz accompanied the family of U.S. President Barack Obama in his palace in Jeddah after the performance of the Hajj this year. The event was attended by His Royal Highness Prince Faisal bin Thamer bin Abdul Aziz, and His Royal Highness Prince Abdul Aziz Bin Mamdouh Bin Abdul Aziz, and his HRH Prince Abdullah bin Nayef bin Abdul Aziz, and a number of other princes and officials.”

The reason for such treatment—as explained in an exclusive interview with Musa Ismail Obama on Al-Jazeera—is that a close relationship was built with Saudi royals. Like president Obama’s call for education in the United States, the Kenyan Obamas—through MSOF—embarked on a similar project, which raises 90% of its monies primarily from donors in the United States and some from Europe.

Musa expresses in classical Arabic how he memorized the entire Quran and how he graduated to become an Islamic scholar on Sharia from the Islamic University in Medina.

Part I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYun_LJLyO

Part II
“I studied Arabic and Sharia at the Islamic university in Medina in Saudi Arabia,” exclaimed Musa while explaining his visit to Umm Al Qura University with his uncle Sayid: “In the month of Muharram we visited the dean of Umm Al Qura University, me and my uncle Sayid,” he told Al-Jazeera during the interview.

“The nature of the visit,” Musa explains, “was to facilitate scholarship to send students to Umm Al Qura.”

Umm Al Qura University has a heritage that includes being one of Saudi Arabia’s historical and national monuments. A paragon of Wahhabist education, it takes pride that the university was the first to print the works of Muhammad Abdul Wahhab, the founder of the most virulent brand of Islam—Wahhabism. The history of its Wahhabist connections can be seen [here].

On a cover-page of one of Wahhab’s collections from Umm Al Qura University, one can clearly see in fanciful Arabic calligraphy, the title, “Writings of Muhammad Abdul Wahhab” and a stamp that says “A gift from Umm Al Qura University-Mecca” is clearly visible.
In *The Danger of Wahhabism in The Muslim World*, by moderate Dr. Ahmed Abdul Rahim Al-Sayeh, who abandoned the teachings, he reflects on his studies at Umm Al Qura: “I studied Wahhabism, I studied their curriculum at the University of Umm Al Qura...”

At Umm Al Qura University, Musa and Sayid Obama—president Obama’s favorite uncle—are seen in photo-ops and were described by several Arab media sources as diligent workers in advancing scholarships for Kenyans to study Sharia, courtesy of Sarah’s fund.
(Sayid Obama on far right standing with Musa Ismail Obama at Umm Al Qura University)

(On right: Director of Umm Al-Qura University, Dr. Bakri bin Ma'touk A'sas
Musa Ismail Obama on left next to Sayid Obama)
Meetings with President Obama’s favorite uncle Sayid can even be seen at the official website of Umm Al Qura University where it proudly states:

“His Highness the Director of Umm Al-Qura University, Dr. Bakri bin Ma’touk A’sas received at his office in university city at Babidah Mr. Sayid Obama the uncle of His Excellency the President of the United States of America Barack Obama and Mr. Musa Ismail Obama the cousin of U.S. President...”

“When they [the students] submit an application to Sarah Obama Benevolent Fund, they expect to get what they want but we are flooded,” explained Musa during the Al-Jazeera interview.

As a result of the flood of students into the Wahhabi Sharia universities in Saudi Arabia, the interviewer then asked about the overflow: “So you are opening an avenue in other universities?” Musa then explained that he had to send the overflow to nearby Doha in Qatar, where he visited and arranged everything (also where Al-Jazeera is headquartered).

When Al-Jazeera asked, “Do all these scholarships involve studying Arabic and Sharia?” Musa explained, “Some of those do not involve Sharia, like medicine or engineering.” Al-Jazeera then asks, “...but the majority involves what?” Musa answers: “Uuuhhh.... The majority of course is Sharia schools,” adding, “because my connection to the institutions is with Sharia schools.”
Perhaps most explosive is that President Obama’s uncle—Sayid Hussein Obama—is active in his work with the notorious Muslim World League (MWL) as reported by Saudi media:

“His Excellency Dr. Abdullah bin Abdul Mohsin Al-Turki, Secretary General of the Muslim World League, and a member of the Council of Senior Scholars in Saudi Arabia in Makkah received on Monday Mr. Saeed Hussein Obama, Kenyan businessman, and uncle of President Barack Obama, President of the United States of America, who paid a visit to the Muslim World League, accompanied by a number of Kenyan graduates from Saudi universities.”

As we reported, the Muslim World League has extensive ties to terrorism. The MWL has numerous connections with al-Qaeda operatives. In fact, several MWL employees have worked with al Qaeda. Osama bin Laden and al Qaeda gained material support and sponsorship—along with a cover—from MWL offices around the world. Dr. Abdullah bin Abdul Mohsin Al-Turki, Secretary General of the Muslim World League, received Sayid, one of the most renowned Wahhabi scholars and a pioneer in spreading Wahhabism through education.

To underscore the significance of what MSOF does compared to what it claims to do, consider that Catholic Relief Services (CRS), the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Carnegie Corporation, and others have either partnered with or contributed to MSOF. Based on what is known about BHOF, false pretenses appear to be a common thread that runs through both foundations.

7—Partnering and providing moral support to mass murderers. Malik also works closely with Omar al-Bashir of Sudan. On March 4, 2009 the International Criminal Court (ICC) issued an arrest warrant against Bashir for 7 counts of crimes against humanity and war crimes, to include “genocide by killing, genocide by causing serious bodily or mental harm and genocide by deliberately inflicting on each target group conditions of life calculated to bring about the group’s physical destruction.”

Malik’s activism is usually seen with individuals who head nefarious entities; the head of the International Islamic Relief Organization (IIRO), Adnan Khalil Pasha as well as with the Assistant Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs of the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC), Atta al-Mannan Najib and the president of the Turkish organization IHH, which was behind the 2010 Gaza flotilla and included the backing of Hamas and the Free Gaza Movement (FGM), a group endorsed by Barack Obama’s friend and Weather Underground founder, Bill Ayers.

Malik has met with Omar al-Bashir, the Muslim Brotherhood leader of the Sudan to further the cause of Wahhabist interests. An article about the visit was written by Baligh Hasballah and appeared on Alriyadh. It was entitled, “Obama’s brother
participants in meetings of the Islamic Da'wa Organization in Khartoum”. The report was also published on February, 12, 2010, Saudi Arabian paper Saures from Riyadh under the title: “Obama's brother participates in meetings of the Organization of the Islamic Dawa in Khartoum Organization while Bashir rails against the West. The report adds:

“Yesterday, for the first time Malik Hussein Obama, the brother of U.S. President Barack Obama, participated in the meetings of the Board of Trustees on the ongoing Islamic Da'wa Organization, which ended its work in the Sudanese capital of Khartoum, along with President Omar al-Bashir, who kicked off the meeting with a lengthy discourse through which he accused Western nations of seeking to cause strife in his country's western Darfur region. The organization called to start an Islamic program to confront these challenges and conspiracies being hatched against Islam. He said that the enemies of Islam who attempt to impose hegemony and make a siege and to encourage plots (and evil measures) towards Sudan will fail, stressing that Sudan rejects such methods of domination, despite the blockade that has been practiced upon it by the plotters of evil that bypassed Sudan with the help of Allah and the [Sudanese] determination.”

Bashir is also known to be the support behind Joseph Kony's Lord's Resistance Army (LRA), which has savagely raided villages in Uganda, south of Sudan. Kony became a household name last year when the Kony 2012 video went viral. President Obama publicly rallied to get arrested as the LRA's leader—like Bashir—is wanted by the ICC. [see appendix]

The primary objective of the Islamic Da'wa Organization is the spread of Wahhabist Islam all across Africa and according to the front page of its Kenyan section:

“Muslims in Kenya suffer from the great challenge of the tyranny of the church which is known for its aggression ...”

In what seems like a prepared script, his nephew Musa Ismail Obama of MSOF reads what he considers the catastrophe of Kenya—the lack of the process of proselytization—which goes hand-in-hand with Saudi interests seeking help from wealthy Saudis to transform Kenya into a Wahhabist Muslim majority. Al-Arab Newspaper, which covered the call of the Obamas in an interview with Musa Ismail Obama on the sidelines of the inauguration ceremony of World University Ruff in Nairobi [photo here].

Al-Arab Newspaper expounds on the effort to advance “education” by the Obama family in Kenya. Under the title, “Education First” assistant Mufti of the coastal city of Mombasa Ahmad Bimsallam, chimed in explaining that, “the grand destruction that came upon Muslims in Kenya, came from the education and schools that are planted all over the nation by Christian missionary movements.”
Al-Arab does not even consider President Obama's conversion to Christianity an issue and included a section entitled, “Obama's Islam” while stating:

“President Obama’s Islamic faith was considered a polarizing subject between Muslims and Christians in the Republic of Kenya. It is a center of struggle in the media and continues, as the Anglican Church there attempted to orchestrate a baptismal ordination for his grandmother Sarah in a grand celebration at the Gomokinyata playground in Kizimo, the third largest city in Kenya. It was a trick to trap her, pretending to invite her as a guest, as the church sent out information about her conversion and abandonment of Islam. The young Musa Ismail Obama, the cousin of the American president commented during his interview with Al-Arab that he was with his grandmother during Ramadan in the Holy Land in Mecca to do the Umra festivities after she completed her pilgrimage by invitation from the King of Saudi Arabia. Musa Obama who studied Sharia in Medina spoke to us regarding the situation of Muslims in Kenya calling upon the Arab and Islamic states to put more effort toward aiding the Kenyan Muslim brethren, especially since there is much support coming from Western nations and Western churches, spreading to the rest of Kenyan society from different religions. Musa opined that the situation of Muslims in Kenya is continually getting better, pointing to the village of Barack Obama, Kogelo, which is situated on the shores of Victoria Lake, in Western Kenya, for example, had no Muslims except his family. But now, they are increasing, and that the majority of new Muslims adopted Islam from the kind treatment of their family and that they have now a benevolent institution to raise funds and give important aid to the orphans and the poor, and it also gives scholarships to study Sharia in Medina [Saudi Arabia]. Musa also stated that despite the fact that Barack Obama hasn't visited his tribe in Kenya since his election in the United States, there is a continual communication between him and several members of his family and his tribe in Kenya, of which the Kenyan prime minister is also a member. We have also had members of the tribe who came to celebrate the appointment of one of their tribesmen as president of the United States a while ago. Musa also clarified that the election of Barack Obama had an impact for the betterment of the Muslim situation in Kenya to a certain degree, despite the attempts of churches to obstruct Muslim demands and rights, especially what relates to segregation and persecution against them in schools, as well as the issue of hijab and the lack of constitutional rights for Muslims in establishing Sharia courts.”

DAMAGE TO THE U.S.—CONCLUSION
The evidence is clear; Malik is quite interested in maximizing his income potential as quickly as possible. After President Obama was inaugurated, the Muslim side of the Obama family in Kenya boomed by disgracefully taking advantage of president Obama's name without his permission; it went from rags to riches overnight. They became one of the most influential families in western Kenya and even extended their sphere of influence to Saudi Arabia. Musa Ismail Obama, the president’s
cousin—in the exclusive interview with Al-Jazeera TV—explained that the bulk of the MSOF, as it turns out, sends little to widows and orphans while the rest goes toward giving free scholarships to studying Sharia at the most influential Wahhabist centers in Saudi Arabia.

The whole affair brings embarrassment to the White House. Many will ask how the president could be unaware of such activities, especially while the nature of these operations was so widely circulated in major Middle Eastern media? In the shocking Al-Jazeera interview, Musa was asked about his communications with cousin Barack, the president of the United States. The soft-spoken Musa explained that the President’s preferred method of communications was via the only conduit through which messages are relayed back and forth; that conduit is Uncle Sayid Hussein Obama. This is the man who was in attendance with Mama Sarah at Barack Obama’s inauguration in 2009 while working closely with the Muslim World League, an organization that has aided Al-Qaeda. President Obama and Malik have shared a bond, forged from their first meeting in adulthood, 27 years ago. Each was the best man at the other’s wedding and remain in regular contact as claimed by the family—especially as both now live in Washington D.C. Malik describes Michelle Obama as a ‘great First Lady’ and says he has visited the White House on numerous occasions, as have other members of the Obama extended family. Yet this is being taken advantage of by several members in the Obama family.

(Mama Sarah begins her trip to see Barack inaugurated)

Musa, Sayid’s assistant and the public promoter of Mama Sarah’s non-profit, became the family’s key advertiser for its social work in Kenya. He selects specific Arab
media, asking wealthy audiences for help by using his relationship with president Obama but mandates as a prerequisite that no questions are asked regarding any details of such communications with the president or the delving into any political views. Yet, he tells just enough to connect the dots to the wealthy Arab audience of Al-Jazeera to contribute towards Wahhabism. He relayed the message to raise all necessary funds since his mission is to transform Kenya into a Wahhabist brand, Islamic majority by using the Obama household name and his grandmother's non-profit organization.

APPENDIX (Joseph Kony's relationship with Omar al-Bashir)

1 President Obama rallied behind a movement that sought to arrest Joseph Kony, head of the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA). During LRA's raids on Ugandan villages, Kony's thugs would kidnap children, force them to kill their parents, and then make them join Kony's army. Kony 2012, an Internet video produced by a group named Invisible Children, went viral at breakneck speed in March of that year, largely with the help of the Kardashian / Bieber celebrity crowd, who tweeted links to it shortly after its release.

The U.S. President expressed outrage at Kony's atrocities and pledged to bring him to justice while also expressing support for the viral video.

Something was missing. That something involved the man who fueled Kony's evil—Omar al-Bashir.

It was a big problem that went unaddressed. A man named Sam Childers—known as the Machine Gun Preacher, about whom a Hollywood movie was made in 2011 that starred Gerard Butler—is all too familiar with that problem. His ministry has included saving and protecting orphans in the region for years. He explained in a video response to Kony 2012, that al-Bashir was the source of Kony's funds and weapons and pleaded with viewers to focus their outrage on the leader of Sudan as well. If man's inhumanity to man in the region were represented by a tree, Kony would be a small branch and al-Bashir would be a large root. Here is a portion of what Childers said in the video:

“Joseph Kony is just a little, tiny bit of the problem. The problem is the president of Northern Sudan—Bashir. Sometimes people want to think and say that Joseph Kony is not being supported by Bashir. Bashir has admitted himself that he has supported Joseph Kony. Joseph Kony has admitted himself that he has gotten support from Bashir. Bashir is the one that is causing the genocide inside of Darfur.”

Instead of using Kony 2012 as a springboard into a pool of intellectual curiosity
about the real source of the problem, the focus on Kony became almost an end in
itself. Kony 2012 merchandise was sold and the movement received intense, though
brief, cult-like support. Not only was outrage at Bashir non-existent, but the
attention paid to Kony was so troubling, it was reminiscent of what mass murderer
Che Guevara’s image has become—big business.

As the attention over Kony began to subside after a couple of weeks, the film’s
producer—Jason Russell—took to the San Diego streets naked, in broad daylight in
a show of extremely bizarre behavior.

Here is another video in which Childers speaks out about Kony and Bashir. Childers
is not a lone voice making unsubstantiated charges about the source of Kony’s
funding. In fact, not long after the release of Kony 2012, reports surfaced that Bashir
had renewed his weapons support for the LRA. Even U.S. Special Forces in the
region held a press conference, at which they blamed Bashir for the LRA’s continued
survival.

Essentially, while Barack Obama was supporting the arrest of Kony, Malik was
expressing support for the man behind Kony’s crimes.